21 Ways to Gift a Penny

 drop boxes at national
parks or other nature
conservancy places
 kettles with bell ringers
 fountains and water
features which collect
and give to causes

Active Gifts

You get to share in the joy and
smiles. These are fun!
 to a co-worker saying,
“Lucky Penny” or
“Thanks for what you
do.”
 to a cashier at a retail
store, restaurant or
business, “For You—for
Good Luck.”
 to a child saying,
“Because you are
special.”
 to a friend or spouse
saying, “Keep this with
you today and know I’ll
be thinking of you.”
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 in a shoe
 in a lunch pail or sack
 under a dinner plate
 on a phone receiver with
a note saying “centing
you a hello”
 under a coffee cup
 on the chair of a
co-worker or classmate
 on a computer mouse or
pad
 in the fridge with a note
saying “eat centsibly”
 on a steering wheel or
dashboard
 on a doorknob
 on a shower handle
 on a coffee stir stick and
planted in a ﬂower pot as
“seed money”
You may need to use tape, sticky
putty or other clever methods to
creatively position your gift.
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 collections at houses of
worship

Places to ‘plant’ your penny. These
can be left anonymously.
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 coin boxes / jars / cans at
retail stores, restaurants,
local businesses

Passive Gifts
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What does it cost to
generate a smile?
Expensive gifts aren’t
necessarily needed.
Sometimes a simple
penny is all it takes.
Share joy and be part
of the…

1,000,000

Penny
Smiles

Movement!
Visit PennyFinders.com
Gift pennies and start
creating smiles today!

For more Penny Ideas, Penny Tips, and Penny Tales...
and to obtain your own PennyFinders Guidebook, visit

www.PennyFinders.com

